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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Discovered a mere 18 years ago, the ability of a startling acoustic stimulus to involuntarily evoke planned movement has captured the attention of neuroscientists for its wide-ranging functional utility and potential uses in patient populations. These movements, referred to as startReact, are easy to elicit through loud acoustic stimuli \[[@pone.0195689.ref001]\]. StartReact releases movement patterns which maintain the spatial and temporal characteristics of voluntary movements except that they are released at least 30 ms earlier--the result of an alternative release mechanism \[[@pone.0195689.ref002]\]. StartReact movements have been replicated by numerous groups across the globe and have become a mainstay in the literature due to their robustness across multiple joints (e.g. elbow, wrist, ankle), tasks (e.g. balance, position, force control), and populations (e.g. stroke, Parkinson's disease, spinal cord injury; \[[@pone.0195689.ref001]--[@pone.0195689.ref011]\]). StartReact has been implicated in contributing to the reflexive response to maintain postural stability in the whole body and upper extremity \[[@pone.0195689.ref012]--[@pone.0195689.ref014]\]. StartReact movements have also been utilized as a probe of the brainstem and reticulospinal systems \[[@pone.0195689.ref001], [@pone.0195689.ref003], [@pone.0195689.ref004], [@pone.0195689.ref015]\]. Perhaps startReact's most provocative outcome is its ability to enhance movements of stroke survivors \[[@pone.0195689.ref006], [@pone.0195689.ref011], [@pone.0195689.ref016]\].

To date, there has only been one documented task resistant to startReact--index finger abduction. While some groups have demonstrated that individuated finger movements exhibit startReact \[[@pone.0195689.ref017]--[@pone.0195689.ref019]\], two independent groups have shown that startReact is absent during index finger abduction \[[@pone.0195689.ref015], [@pone.0195689.ref020]\]. These authors have suggested the lack of startReact in index finger abduction is due to different neural mechanisms driving individuated finger movement and larger reaching movements using proximal joints. There is some evidence that startReact is mediated via the brainstem and reticulospinal pathways \[[@pone.0195689.ref001], [@pone.0195689.ref003]--[@pone.0195689.ref005], [@pone.0195689.ref021]--[@pone.0195689.ref025]\]. Therefore, tasks that rely heavily on corticospinal projections, such as isolated index finger abduction, would not generate startReact because those movements do not rely (or rely less) on these structures. However, the neural mechanisms governing startReact are contested \[[@pone.0195689.ref003]--[@pone.0195689.ref005], [@pone.0195689.ref015], [@pone.0195689.ref019], [@pone.0195689.ref026]--[@pone.0195689.ref029]\] and there is growing evidence that startling stimuli evoke a large cortical response \[[@pone.0195689.ref017], [@pone.0195689.ref030]--[@pone.0195689.ref032]\]. Furthermore, grasping movements of the hand that also use the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle readily evoke startReact and arguably would utilize the same (or similar) neural structures \[[@pone.0195689.ref033]\].

Thus, we propose an alternative hypothesis--startReact is more accessible in familiar or highly trained tasks. Isolated index finger abduction, though not particularly difficult to perform for most, is rarely utilized during daily life \[[@pone.0195689.ref034]\]. An observation of activities of daily living found that the most common individuated finger movements were those that required interacting with objects (e.g. keys, writing elements). These tasks required thumb extension, combinations of thumb and individual other fingers, lateral pinch (i.e. key grip), and index finger extension \[[@pone.0195689.ref034]\]. Index finger abduction was not observed in the study, again highlighting its uncommon usage.

We propose that startReact can be more readily evoked during individuated finger movements that are highly trained or familiar. The objective of this study was to determine whether extensive practice of an individuated finger movement (specifically index finger abduction) would impact the ability to elicit startReact. We hypothesized that following two weeks of training, index finger abduction would more readily evoke startReact. This would be significant not only because it would indicate that individuated finger movements are in fact amenable to startReact, but also that startReact has differential response characteristics in novel tasks compared to highly trained tasks, suggesting startle and startReact may be a measurable behavioral indicator of motor learning.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Subjects {#sec003}
--------

Nine right-hand dominant subjects (2 males, 7 females; age: 22.5 ± 2.6 years) qualified to take part in this 10-day training study and were included in final data analysis. These subjects met inclusion criteria of: no apparent physical abnormalities, no sensory or motor dysfunctions, no surgeries or injuries to hands or upper extremities, no hearing loss or sensitivity, no heart conditions, not currently pregnant, and absence of startReact in index finger abduction on Day 1. Five participants did not qualify for the study because they exhibited startReact on the first day. Before experimentation, a detailed explanation of procedures and risks was provided to all subjects and express written consent for participation was obtained in accordance with the provisions set forth by the Institutional Review Boards of Arizona State University (MOD00003436) and Northwestern University (STU9204).

Equipment and setup {#sec004}
-------------------

Electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the right and left sternocleidomastoid muscles (RSCM, LSCM) and the right FDI muscle with bipolar electrodes (solid gel, Ag-AgCl surface electrode; MVAP Medical Supplies, Newbury Park, CA). Electrodes were placed on the belly of the FDI, RSCM and LSCM muscles, with a unipolar ground electrode (solid gel, Ag-AgCl surface electrode; MVAP Medical Supplies, Newbury Park, CA) over the right ulnar styloid process. Preamplifiers (model no. AMT-8; 500 gain; Bortec, Calgary, Alberta, Canada) with a band-pass filter of 10--1,000 Hz were used on the EMG data.

Experimental design {#sec005}
-------------------

All protocols have been previously described \[[@pone.0195689.ref015]\]. Briefly, subjects were seated in a comfortable, height-adjustable chair. The right hand and arm rested comfortably on an arm rest at an elbow angle of approximately 90 degrees. Forearms were restrained with padded straps to minimize motion during the experiment.

Subjects completed an index finger abduction task where the finger moved from a relaxed position towards the ceiling ([Fig 1](#pone.0195689.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Task completion was validated with a switch device (D2VW-5L1B-3HS; Omron) oriented to be depressed when the subject's index finger was at rest. Switch height and angle were adjusted for each subject to allow for the index finger to point straight along the axis of the forearm and to be free to move.

![Task illustration.\
Subjects performed index finger abduction with their right hand when directed by the auditory GO cue.](pone.0195689.g001){#pone.0195689.g001}

Subjects were instructed to prepare to move corresponding to two auditory sounds: READY and GO. They were instructed to complete the index finger abduction task as quickly as possible after the GO. The time interval between these READY and GO sounds was randomized between 1.5 and 3.5 sec to prevent anticipation of the GO signal in accordance with previously published protocols \[[@pone.0195689.ref015]\].

Experiments consisted of 2 different types of trials: Stimulus and No Stimulus trials. During No Stimulus trials, both auditory sounds were presented at a soft, 80 dB via computer speakers. During the Stimulus trials, the 80 dB GO was replaced with a loud, startling acoustic stimulus of 120 dB. This occurred randomly in one third of trials and was never presented consecutively. The loud startling sounds were presented via a loud horn (TS-333S Siren Speaker, Chowsons International Inc.) located approximately 35 cm behind the subject's head. The decibel was tested at the beginning of each experiment with a decibel reader (SSEYL AZ-8928 Digital Sound Level Meter, AZ Instrument). The loud stimulus lasted 25 ms and had a rise time of 0.33 ms.

Experiments were split into test sessions (3 sessions) and training sessions (7 sessions; [Fig 2](#pone.0195689.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Test sessions were completed on Day 1, 5 and 10 and comprised an average of 10 blocks of 15 trials ([Fig 2](#pone.0195689.g002){ref-type="fig"}). During these test sessions, subjects first practiced the task in one block of 15 No Stimulus trials before performing the task in blocks containing Stimulus trials. Training sessions were held on days 2--4 and 6--9 and featured only No Stimulus trials in 6 blocks of 15 trials.

![Experiment schedule.\
Subjects practiced index finger abduction over 10 daily training sessions. Stimulus trials were included on Day 1, 5 and 10. Auditory feedback based on previous day's performance was administered on Day 2--10.](pone.0195689.g002){#pone.0195689.g002}

To encourage attention and learning, auditory performance feedback was provided to the subjects after each No Stimulus trial on Day 2--10 in the form of two distinct two-tone sounds played on computer speakers (60 dB). Before the start of the first training session, subjects were instructed to treat one sound as positive feedback, and the other as negative feedback. Positive or negative acoustic feedback was delivered based on a comparison between a trial's completion time and that of the previous day's average No Stimulus task completion time. Completion times for performance feedback was determined as the time between the GO cue and when the switch device changed state from depressed to un-depressed.

Data analysis {#sec006}
-------------

All EMG data were processed in MATLAB (R2014b; MathWorks). FDI muscle onset latency was calculated for each trial after the DC offset was removed, and the signal was rectified and smoothed with a 10-point moving average filter. A conservative automated program determined when the processed EMG signal remained above three times the standard deviation of the previous 500 ms for at least 5 ms for the FDI signal (onset latency, \[[@pone.0195689.ref015]\]). Each identified onset latency was visually evaluated to ensure accuracy by a reviewer blinded to both trial type and day.

StartReact {#sec007}
----------

We hypothesized index finger abduction would be more susceptible to startReact following motor training. Across all subjects, a total of 1181 Stimulus trials were analyzed. To determine if a task is susceptible to startReact, the intensity-dependent and startle effects must be evaluated separately. First, not all trials with a loud, startlingly sound elicit a startReact--much like not all loud sounds cause a classic startle or "flinching" response. In order to detect the presence of a startle, SCM activity was monitored \[[@pone.0195689.ref035]\]. When a task is susceptible to startReact, the presence of the startle reflex (quantified by activity in the SCM muscle) decreases the onset latency. However, onset latencies also decrease in response to increasing auditory stimulus intensities (i.e. subjects react more quickly when the GO stimulus is a louder sound or brighter light \[[@pone.0195689.ref036], [@pone.0195689.ref037]\]). To differentiate between these two factors, it is necessary to compare trials with and without SCM activity during Stimulus trials only. Comparing Stimulus trials directly to No Stimulus trials without monitoring SCM can lead to "false positives" (i.e. trials are considered to exhibit startReact due to intensity-level effects and not due to the influence of startle). This methodology has been established in the literature \[[@pone.0195689.ref002], [@pone.0195689.ref038]\] and remains the only method (to our knowledge) to allow the separation of intensity and startle-related effects on onset latency.

Trials with SCM activity are denoted SCM+ and those without SCM activity were classified SCM-. A task is considered to evoke startReact if SCM+ trials demonstrate faster onset latencies compared to SCM-. Trials with abnormal SCM EMG activity and/or irregular background activity were excluded from further analysis. Less than 2.5% of trials were excluded based on these criteria.

It is worth noting that in some tasks SCM maybe an unreliable measure of startle \[[@pone.0195689.ref013], [@pone.0195689.ref039]\]. Specifically, classification based on SCM in tasks where neck musculature is actived during the normal execution of the task (e.g. a perturbation of the arm or large reaching movements) could prove inaccurate. Indeed, authors evaluating these tasks have indicated that SCM is activated during No Stimulus trials or during the normal execution of the task \[[@pone.0195689.ref013], [@pone.0195689.ref039]\]. In our study, SCM was almost never (0.8%) present during No Stimulus trials and therefore remains a viable method to evaluate the presence of startle.

Statistical analyses {#sec008}
--------------------

We expected FDI movement would not elicit startReact on Day 1 (confirming previous reports; \[[@pone.0195689.ref015], [@pone.0195689.ref020]\]), but would develop by Day 10, indicated by a difference between SCM+ and SCM- trials. For Day 1, we hypothesized that the FDI onset latency would be equivalent between SCM+ and SCM- trials. Therefore, two one-sided T-tests (TOST) were used to test the null hypothesis that the SCM+ and SCM- latencies were different. The TOSTER package in R was executed. As is convention for TOST, we utilized a 90% confidence interval (5% for each side). We conservatively used the smaller standard deviation of the two distributions as the equivalence bound. For Days 5 and 10, we hypothesized that the means would be different. Therefore, a univariate, linear mixed-effects model was applied to the FDI onset latency with the condition (SCM+ or SCM-) and day as the independent factors, and subject as a random factor, using SPSS (SPSS 23; IBM). To account for Type I error as a result of unbalanced data designs inherent in startReact, as well as unequal variance in within-day condition sample groupings, an α of 0.01 was used \[[@pone.0195689.ref040]\]. Two subjects were excluded because of a lack of at least two SCM+ and SCM- trials during each test session and are not included in the 9 qualifying subjects described above.

To verify motor learning, No Stimulus trials during test sessions were identified and the time between the GO cue and EMG onset was calculated for each (onset latency; \[[@pone.0195689.ref041]\]). Learning was assessed by a repeated measures ANOVA of FDI EMG onset latency with subject as a random factor in SPSS amongst No Stimulus trials on Days 1, 5 and 10. Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference (TukeyHSD) was applied for post-hoc comparisons between days. We expected No Stimulus onset latencies would decrease in response to the training regimen.

Probability of eliciting a startle was calculated as the percentage of SCM+ trials to all stimulus trials for each subject and for each test session. The Friedman ranked sum test, which is a non-parametric test, was used to evaluate differences in the probability of startle across different days (i.e. matched condition) regardless of the distribution.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Onset latencies during No Stimulus trials decreased from the first to the last day of training, indicating motor learning occurred ([Fig 3](#pone.0195689.g003){ref-type="fig"}; *F*~*2*,*2286*~ = 130.0, p \< 0.001). FDI onset latencies for No stimulus trials decreased from Day 1 (171.4 ± 48.2 ms) to Day 5 (142.9 ± 31.3 ms, p \< 0.001), and Day 1 to Day 10 (139.2 ± 30.3 ms, p \< 0.001). Though a difference was found between Day 5 to Day 10, it did not reach significance (Δ = 3.7 ms, p = 0.09).

![Voluntary onset latencies.\
Average FDI EMG onset latencies and standard errors during No Stimulus trials on Days 1, 5, and 10 are depicted to highlight that training occurred.](pone.0195689.g003){#pone.0195689.g003}

The presence of startle (SCM+) did not influence FDI onset latency on Days 1 and 5 but showed faster latencies by Day 10. The presence of startle (SCM+) on Day 1 did not influence FDI onset latency ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0195689.g004){ref-type="fig"}) with SCM+ (108.4 ± 2.3 ms) and SCM- (107.4 ± 1.9 ms) reporting similar latencies. On Day 5, SCM+ trials were faster (100.9 ± 4.1 ms) than SCM- trials (107.1 ± 3.7 ms). Finger abduction was susceptible to startReact on Day 10. FDI onset latency was faster when startle was present (SCM+: 92.3 ± 4.3 ms) compared to when startle was absent (SCM-: 101.0 ± 2.7 ms, [Fig 4C and 4D](#pone.0195689.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sample EMG data from SCM+ and SCM- trials.\
*A* & *B*: EMG data from FDI and RSCM muscles during SCM+ and SCM- trials acquired on Day 1. *C* & *D*: FDI and RSCM EMG data during SCM+ and SCM- trials acquired on Day 10. Vertical lines mark FDI onset of SCM+ for comparison to SCM-.](pone.0195689.g004){#pone.0195689.g004}

Group results confirmed that the presence of startle (SCM+) did not influence finger abduction latency on Days 1 and 5 but developed by Day 10. There were significant main effects on FDI onset latency for day (*F*~*2*,*1097*~ = 13.979, p \< 0.001) as well as presence of startle (*F*~*1*,*1097*~ = 6.617, p = 0.010). Pairwise comparisons of startle presence within each day of training supported a lack of difference on Day 1 ([Fig 5](#pone.0195689.g005){ref-type="fig"}; Δ = -1.0 ms; p = 0.7). Day 5 saw a larger difference between SCM+/SCM- trial comparisons but it did not reach significance ([Fig 5](#pone.0195689.g005){ref-type="fig"}; Δ = 6.3 ms, p = 0.06). By Day 10, startReact was present ([Fig 5](#pone.0195689.g005){ref-type="fig"}; Δ = 8.7 ms, p = 0.004). On Day 1, TOST test rejected the null hypothesis that SCM+ and SCM- onset latencies were different (t~1149~ = -7.076, p \< 0.001); further confirming that SCM+ and SCM- latencies were equivalent on Day 1.

![Group results.\
Comparisons of FDI onset latencies between SCM+ and SCM- trials. \*\**P \<* 0.01, SE error bars.](pone.0195689.g005){#pone.0195689.g005}

The differences between SCM+ and SCM- trials across the training program were not the result of a change in startle excitability. The percentage of SCM+ trials was not different between Day 1 (42.0 ± 28.8%), Day 5 (39.9 ± 32.7%), and Day 10 (37.3 ± 26.1%) (P = 0.3679; Chi-squared = 2, df = 2).

Discussion {#sec010}
==========

The objective of this study was to determine the impact of a 2-week training regimen on the ability to elicit startReact. We hypothesized that following training, individuated movements of the hands (specifically index finger abduction) would be susceptible to startReact. We indeed found that startReact was not present on Day 1 but was fully present on Day 10. Our study is the first to show that startReact is accessible in individuated movements of the fingers, which has implications in its use as a therapy tool. Perhaps more interestingly, startReact is only accessible in highly practiced or trained tasks suggesting that startReact is a measurable behavior indicator for motor learning.

StartReact is present in individuated finger movements {#sec011}
------------------------------------------------------

StartReact is remarkably robust across multiple joints (e.g. elbow, wrist, ankle), tasks (e.g. position tasks, multi-phased movements), and patient populations (e.g. stroke, Parkinson's disease, Spinal cord injury; \[[@pone.0195689.ref001]--[@pone.0195689.ref011]\]); however, its presence in individuated finger movements has been questioned. While some groups have demonstrated that individuated finger movements are susceptible to startReact \[[@pone.0195689.ref017]--[@pone.0195689.ref019]\], others have shown that index finger abduction is resistant to startReact \[[@pone.0195689.ref015], [@pone.0195689.ref020]\]. The data presented here agrees with the former studies and indicates that individuated finger movements are readily susceptible to startReact under certain conditions.

Those studies that found a lack of startReact evaluated upward index finger abduction, which is an individuated finger movement but is a poor correlate for everyday hand function. An observation of activities of daily living found that the most common individuated finger movements were those that required interacting with objects (e.g. keys, writing elements). These tasks required thumb extension, combinations of thumb and individual other fingers, lateral pinch (i.e. key grip), and index finger extension \[[@pone.0195689.ref034]\]. Index finger abduction was not observed in the study, again highlighting its uncommon utilization.

This study showing that startReact is present during index finger abduction after training indicates that startReact does not exist within a proximal-distal gradient but rather is defined by task familiarity. To date, most tasks that have been evaluated with startle are simple, common tasks that are analogs to reaching. Our work highlights that individuated movements of the distal limb may be readily accessible via startReact provided they are also commonly performed. For example, hand flexion and extension are readily accessible via startReact. Though the primary agonists for hand extension and flexion are more proximal in the forearm, full execution of the task requires extension and flexion of the intrinsic muscles of the fingers and hand. Future work should assess common tasks of daily living (e.g. object manipulation) to determine the extent to which these movements are accessible to startReact. We conclude that the full repertoire of movements that are accessible via startReact includes individuated finger movements.

Startle as a behavioral indicator of motor learning {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------------

Numerous studies have highlighted a shift in the neural structures used over the course of motor learning. Motor learning, the process by which movements are honed and refined to become faster and more accurate \[[@pone.0195689.ref042]\], utilizes a diverse set of neural structures including the cortex \[[@pone.0195689.ref043]--[@pone.0195689.ref047]\], subcortex \[[@pone.0195689.ref048]\], cerebellum \[[@pone.0195689.ref049]\], and brainstem \[[@pone.0195689.ref050], [@pone.0195689.ref051]\]. However, it is also clear that the utilization of these structures changes following extensive training. For example, a recent study published in Neuron demonstrated that there is a transfer from cortical to subcortical structures following intense training \[[@pone.0195689.ref052]\]. Thus, the emergence of startReact at the end of training, but not at the beginning of training, likely corresponds to a shift in the neural structures mediating motor planning between novel and trained tasks. While some studies suggest startReact is a probe of the brainstem and reticulospinal system \[[@pone.0195689.ref003]--[@pone.0195689.ref005], [@pone.0195689.ref015], [@pone.0195689.ref019], [@pone.0195689.ref026]--[@pone.0195689.ref029]\], others have shown that, similar to the stretch reflex, a cortical loop may be present \[[@pone.0195689.ref017], [@pone.0195689.ref030], [@pone.0195689.ref031]\], leaving the neural mechanisms mediating startReact somewhat controversial. As the neural structures governing startReact are elucidated, this report lays the foundation for startReact to be used as a non-invasive probe of motor skill acquisition in both healthy and impaired populations.

While startReact detects a shift from novel to trained, it is important to note that startReact does not appear to detect more subtle shifts in learning if the task is already familiar. Training has no effect on the startReact response \[[@pone.0195689.ref053]\] in tasks that already exhibit a robust startReact response (wrist extension/flexion). This indicates that a task must be sufficiently novel for startReact to detect shifts in learning.

Clinical ramifications {#sec013}
----------------------

We have previously demonstrated that startReact can significantly enhance the movement performance of elbow and hand movements in stroke survivors \[[@pone.0195689.ref006], [@pone.0195689.ref011], [@pone.0195689.ref054]\]. Although voluntary movement onset latencies for stroke survivors were delayed compared to age-matched unimpaired subjects, the presence of startle eliminated the differences between the populations for ballistic elbow movements as well as fast hand extension. The functional relevance of these improvements is unknown at this time; however, the results here indicate that startReact is accessible even in individuated movements of the fingers and therefore startReact may be able to significantly enhance movement during dexterous object manipulation (provided that people have learned the task prior to their stroke) which are often the most significantly disabled movements following stroke.

Conclusions {#sec014}
===========

Individuated finger movements are susceptible to startReact following a 10-day training regimen. This indicates that startReact has differential effects between novel and highly trained tasks, making it a natural non-invasive probe of skilled motor acquisition in healthy and impaired populations.

Supporting information {#sec015}
======================

###### EMG onset latency and percentage of startle.

Means and standard deviations for all subjects for Stimulus and No Stimulus trials are presented. The following characteristics of the data are specified: presence of startle (SCM+ or SCM-), Day (1, 5, 10), and number of trials (N). Finally, the percentage of Stimulus trials that resulted in a startle (SCM+) are presented for all subjects and Days.

(XLSX)
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Click here for additional data file.
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